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Abstract
Stress and displacement ields in an inFinite elastic medium 郡/eake ed by two coplanar
Grittth cracks are analyzed 、vith the use of the dynaHlic equations of elasticity in three―
dilnensions  Equal and opposite time―harmonic tractiOn is applied arbitrarily tO the crack
surfaces  Dual integral equations derived are solved M〆ith the aid of the series expansion
method  The dynamic stress intensity factors and the crack surface displacement are computed
for a range of values of the frequency
1.  IntrOduction
Frorn the both of the engineering and mathematical points of vie、v,the dirraction problem
of elastic waves by a crack is one of the prOblems of interest  Such a prOblem has been arst
investigated by Maue[1]fOr a Semi inanite crack.He obtained a solution in closed form using
theヽヽアiener―Hopf rnethod.  Later,Sih pointed out that the se■l ―inttini e crack solution becomes
inerective in the limit when the circular frequency approaches zerO[2]and t0 0Vercome this
defect studied with Loeber the problems of a anite crack[3][4]The similar problem was
solved independently by ふ′Ial[5].  Recently, 」ain and Kan、val obtained a solution for t、vO
coplanar Grifnth cracks[6] They reduce the boundary condition equations to the integro一
direrential equation and expand it in a poMrer series of the 、vave umber  The esulting
equations obtained are solved、vith the similar manner、vhich has been employed by Lo、vengrub
and Srivastava to solve the corresponding static proble■1[7].  In their solution,the circular
frequency is assumed to be small,hence the maximum values of the stress intensity factors are
not verined A solutiOn for this problem,however,has been imprOved in a paper by ltou[8].
The above problems are solved、■‐ith the t、、‐o―dimensional theory of elasticity.  In most
instances,however,the crack is subjected to a state of stress that is triaxial in nature.  Quite
recently,the steady―sta  elastodynamic problenl for a semi―ininite crack olved by Al′Iaue and
that for a nnite crack given by Loeber and Sih are extended to three―dilne sional problems by
Achenbach and Gautesen [9]and ltou [10], respectively  ln the present paper, the three―
dirnensional dynanlic stress and displacement nelds in an infinite elastic body Mreakened by t、vo
coplanar cracks Of inanite length but anite Ⅵ/idth are deter■lined,  p【self―equilibrated system
of traction M/hich is tirne―harmonic, distributes on the surfaces of the cracks.  The t、vo―
dirnensional Fourier transformations are used to solve the problenュand a t ofrnix d bOundary
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